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LARSEN MAGNACORE® 

CELLO A & D STRINGS 
 

Achieve the full potential of your cello! 

We are extremely proud to present our new Cello 

Magnacore® A and D strings, complementing our 

already popular Magnacore® G and C strings in a new 

and perfect way.  

 

With the Magnacore® A and D strings we added a lovely 

edge to the sound, nice and bright so it carries but still 

retaining that famous Larsen roundness. These strings 

offer a wide variety of sound colours from bright to dark 

combined with a new clarity and brilliance: a truly 

singing sound. The Magnacore® A and D strings show 

excellent resonance and response in all registers, in 

fortissimo, pianissimo and light spiccato. Last but not 

least, these strings have a distinctly improved lifetime in 

performance.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

STRING DETAILS 

The Magnacore® A and D are made on a solid steel core 

and wound with high quality precision rolled flat wire. 

We produce the Magnacore® A and D strings in two 

tensions, medium and strong. The medium tension 

strings are designed for a perfect fit with our 

Magnacore® G and C medium strings and the strong 

tension combination has been developed to complement 

our Magnacore® G and C strong strings.  

On celli where the combination Magnacore® C strong 

and G medium is optimal, we recommend choosing the 

A and D medium strings. Compared to the medium 

tension string, the strong Magnacore® are even more 

voluminous and powerful. If necessary, the Magnacore® 

A strong string can easily be combined with the medium 

C, G and D strings.  

 

 

 

LARSEN MAGNACORE® CELLO STRINGS - TENSIONS 

String Type Soft 

kp/lbs 

Medium 

kp/lbs 

Strong 

kp/lbs 

Cello A Not available in soft 18,3 / 40.4 18,8 / 41.5 

Cello D Not available in soft 14,3 / 31.6 14,4 / 31.7 

Cello G Not available in soft 14,0 / 30.8 14,3 / 31.5 

Cello C Not available in soft 13,7 / 30.2 14,0 / 30.8 

Reference pitch frequency:  440 HZ 

Free vibrating length:    70.0 cm 

 


